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INTRODUCTION
AFL Northern Territory’s mission is to promote and develop Australian Rules
Football throughout the Northern Territory and we are continually working
towards improving the experience of attending football matches.It is our goal
to make every match that takes place at every venue an enjoyable experience
in a family friendly environment.
To ensure all match day operations are conducted smoothly throughout the
season, we are setting standards that should be expected of our players,
coaches, umpires and fans at all AFL Northern Territory venues.
The purpose of this document is to assist in guiding clubs and ensuring
smooth match day operations. It is important to note that this document
serves as a guide only and that the operations of the NTFL are governed by
the AFLNT Rules & Regulations and the NTFL By-Laws.
At AFLNT run venues match managers are appointed by AFLNT and at Club
Home Games, they are provided by the home Club. The Match Manager must
be at least 18 years of age. This person is the pivotal point for match day
organisation, information for teams, parents, umpires, and complaint
management.
It is important to note that Match Managers should reflect the positive aspects
of the Codes of Conduct. The Match Manager should be able to provide a proactive service to all participants within the Football Community.
The Match Manager is to wear the AFLNT Match Managers Shirt (below) and
must wear closed in footwear.

Match Managers are coordinated and supported by the AFLNT Community
Football Department. Some Match Managers are staff, however many Match
Managers are volunteers who give up their own time to support their clubs in
hosting matches. Phone numbers of Match Managers for each venue will be
listed on the Game Day Schedules circulated in the Club updates and on the
STG website each week. Numbers for Community Football staff on duty will be
circulated to all Match Managers prior to the round.
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CONTACTS LIST
AFLNT COMMUNITY FOOTBALL DEPARTMENT
Name

Title

Phone

TBC

Manager of Community Football

TBC

Luke Carroll

Competition Manager - NTFL

0427 073 992

Danielle Wiseman

Football Operations & Administration
Coordinator

0439 153 584

Brendon Minkulk

Football Operations Trainee

0499 820 105

TBC

Umpire Manager

TBC

Sam Cunningham

Umpire Development Coordinator

0447 479 174

Wally Gallio

Coaching Manager

0432 981 406

Andrew McBean

Club Development Manager

0427 732 028

Name

Club

Phone

Will Johnson

Banks Bulldogs (President)

0422 896 480

Vikki Gardner

Big River Hawks (President)

0428 467 116

Shaun Pearce

Darwin Buffaloes (President)

0488 662 999

Donald Dimmock

Jabiru Bombers (President)

0499 055 950

Graeme Shaw

Nightcliff Tigers (CDM)

0439 295 285

Shane Rust

Palmerston Magpies (V President)

0436 121 111

Spencer Harvey

PINT (President)

0405 555 828

Renee Elliott

Southern Disctricts (President)

0432 071 238

Russel Satori

St Mary's (CDM)

0408 744 718

Leigh Crossman

Tiwi Bombers (GM) - TBC

0438 303 398

Peter Shepard

Tracy Village (President)

0408 520 242

Monique Rauseo

University Rats (President)

0401 203 364

Jerome Cubillo

Wanderers (President)

0439 389 174

Alison Alber

Waratah (CDM)

0423 871 044
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VENUES
Venue

Address

Brockman Oval

Kinchela Road, Jabiru 0866

Cazaly's Arena (Oval 1 & 2)

University Drive, Durack 0831

Darwin Mazda Nightcliff Oval

Camphor Rd, Nightcliff 0814

DXC Arena

Abala Road, Marrara 0812

Cazaly's Arena (Oval 1 & 2)

University Drive, Durack 0831

Darwin Mazda Nightcliff Oval

Camphor Rd, Nightcliff 0814

Fred's Pass Cricket Oval

Fred's Pass Reserve, Bees Creek Rd Freds Pass 0822

Gardens Oval (1 & 2)

Gilruth Avenue The Gardens 0800

Katherine Showgrounds

11 Murphy St, Katherine South 0850

Norbuilt Oval

Fred's Pass Reserve, Bees Creek Rd Freds Pass 0822

TIO Stadium

Abala Road Marrara 0812

TIO Oval 2

Abala Road Marrara 0812

Tracy Village

Tambling Terrace Lyons 0810

Wurrumiyanga Oval

Wurrumiyanga 0822
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MATCH DAY SET UP CHECKLIST (CLUB HOME GAMES)

MATCH DAY PAPERWORK & FOOTBALLS
Collected from AFLNT Reception by no later than COB Friday

LINE MARKING
Lines clearly marked as per the Laws of the Game requirements

CHANGE ROOMS (TEAMS & UMPIRES)
Change rooms are clean.
Toilet paper available in all toilets.

GOAL POST PADDING
Goal post pads suitably fixed to the posts

SIREN
In clear working order, tested pregame and backup siren (air horn)
available

STRETCHER
Clearly visible and easily accessible

SECURITY
Secuirty organised for match (where applicable)
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MATCH DAY TIMELINE
PRE-MATCH
1 HOUR PRIOR

Meet opposition club's team manager & Match Manager
Complete JLT Checklist with Match Manager (If first match of the day)
Premier League teams to hand in Team Sheets
Match Manager
Umpires
Opposition team
Media
Provide Umpires with footballs (If Club Home Game)

15 MINUTES PRIOR
All other grades to hand in Team Sheets
Match Manager
Umpires
Opposition team
Time Keepers & score board attendants are in place

DURING MATCH
Provide umpire escort to/from ground prior to match, half time & full
time
Offer drinks to umpires at breaks

POST MATCH
Match day results are entered in to SportsTG including goal kickers &
best players (Must be done by Sunday evening each round)
If Club Home Game, home club is responsible for collecting and
returning all match paperwork to AFLNT by Monday
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JLT CHECKLIST
Please ensure you have downloaded the AFLMATCH DAY App onto your
iphone or ipad (android app is available). The checklist is to be completed prior
to the first game by Team Managers from both teams and then emailed to
AFLNT.Football@afl.com.au. Hard copies can be provided to Club Match
Managers upon request
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CLUB MATCH DAY RESPONSIBILITIES
Below is a list of club responsibilities on match day:
1. Time Keepers in place for the start of each match
2. Club Umpires (as notified mid-week) in place for the start of each match
3. Collect Footballs from Umpire Room for Club Umpires.
4. Team Sheets printed prior to the commencement of each match in
accordance with By-Laws
5. Players are registered with the club and recorded on the team sheet
6. Officials are registered with the club and recorded on the team sheet
a) Coach
b) Team Manager
c) Runner
d) Sports Trainer
6. Player Points System – Total Points Value of 16 Points (PL Only)
7. Sports Trainers/First Aid Officer in place for the start of each match
8. Match Results entered immediately onto SportsTG by the Match Manager
(or Team Manager or Timekeeper (FootyWeb)
9. Getting ‘All Clear’ from umpires 15-30 minutes after each match (this
includes picking up club copies of Reports)
10. Club Paperwork
a) Club Team Sheets
b) Time Keepers Cards
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ENTERING TEAM SHEETS (SPORTSTG)
1. Choose Match Results from the Comp Management menu
2. A new browser window will open with SP Match Results
NOTE: the window may not open if you have a pop up blocker enabled on your
browser
Match List

1. Set appropriate filters based on, date range, season, club, competition
name and venue.

2. Press the Show Matches button to display matches involving your club
teams at the current login level. For example if the login is club level and the
club has three teams competing in various competitions than the list will show
matches involving any of the three teams. If the login level is for one of the
teams, only matches involving that team will be displayed in the match list.
3. Choose the options for a match by clicking on the Pre Game button on the
line of the corresponding match
Pre-Game
The Pre-Game section is used to setup team lists for the match and print team
sheets.
1. Click the + button corresponding with players on the Available Players list to
register in the match on the Selected Players list
2. Click the – button corresponding with players on the Selected Players list to
remove from the match
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3. Selected Players lists can also be selected by using the Autoselect Players
option

4. Update jumper numbers by typing a number into the No. column of the
Selected Players list
5. Click on the Save button under the Selected Players list to update
6. Print a Team Sheet using the Team Sheet button
NOTE: Players included on the Selected Players list once the match has been
finalized will be credited with a match in their player statistics. It is
important to ensure that the Selected Players list reflects accurately to
players that actually played in the match.
Default Jumper Numbers
Player numbers can be pre-loaded so that player numbers will automatically
update when they are included on the Selected Players list in team selection.
1. Choose the Edit Club Default Player Number option from the menu of the
Tools button

2. Complete the corresponding details then click the Assign Number button

3. Saved numbers can be removed by clicking on the Remove button next to
the corresponding player
4. The club list can be cleared by clicking the Clear Club Defaults button
located at the bottom of the page
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ENTERING MATCH RESULTS (SPORTSTG)
1. Choose Match Results from the Comp Management menu
2. A new browser window will open with SP Match Results
NOTE: the window may not open if you have a pop up blocker enabled on your
browser
Match List

1. Set appropriate filters based on, date range, season, club, competition
name and venue.

2. Press the Show Matches button to display matches involving your club
teams at the current login level. For example if the login is club level and the
club has three teams competing in various competitions than the list will show
matches involving any of the three teams. If the login level is for one of the
teams, only matches involving that team will be displayed in the match list.
3. Choose the options for a match by clicking on the Post-Game button on the
line of the corresponding match
Post-Game
The Post-Game section is used to update final match scores and stats such as
player goals and best players.
1. Choose the Final Match Scores tab
2. Enter final match Goals and Behinds in the boxes
3. Press the Update Match Scores button to save
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1. Choose the tab corresponding to the team name to update player stats such as
goals and best players
2. Enter player stats into the corresponding box next to the player name
3. Press the Update Player Scores button to save

NOTE: Available player stats may change according to the stats configuration
set by the league

Note: Matches will lock as of 12am Monday morning each week, so much
results must be entered by Sunday evening including goal kickers and bests.
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UMPIRE & MATCH MANAGER MATCH DAY RESPONSIBILITIES
UMPIRE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Umpire Reports completed, legible and placed in Match Envelope
a) Advise Match Manager if reports have not been collected by clubs
2. Umpire Score Cards completed, legible and placed in Match Envelope
3. Yellow / Red Cards are updated on team sheets
4. Umpires Paperwork
a) Umpires Reports
b) Interchange Sheets (Premier League Only)
c) Vote Cards
d) Team Sheets (including notation of Red & Yellow Cards)

e) Goal Umpires Score Cards
MATCH MANAGERS RESPONSIBILITIES:
Preparation
1. Club to pick up all match day paperwork on the Friday prior to matches
2. Match Day Envelopes should contain a separate envelope for each match
scheduled for that day. Each individual match envelope should contain
the following:
a) Time Keepers Envelope containing:
i. Time Keepers Record Sheet
b) Umpires Envelope containing:
i. Umpire report
ii. Best and Fairest envelope with card (U14 and up)
2. Match Day Footballs
a) Footballs will be placed in labelled bags for the day’s matches left at
AFLNT reception for collection
b) Footballs are to be taken to the Umpires Change Rooms prior to the
first match
i. Premier League Footballs are not to be taken to the Umpires
Change Room until one hour prior to the first Premier League
Match
ii. Only footballs designated for that day’s matches are to be
taken to the Umpires Change Room.
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3. Time Keepers kits should contain the following:
a) Match Day Envelope
b) Backup Air horns
c) Time Keepers Clock x 2
d) Laws of the Game Book
e) Time Keepers Booklet which should contain:
i. Timing structure for each grade

4. Stretchers (with neck-braces) are to be place at each ground on the hook.
During the Course of the Day
1. Check in with all teams ahead of each match
2. Check on timekeepers prior to all scheduled matches to ensure everything
is running smoothly (make sure they have your contact details – show
them on the match schedule)
3. Lights for Ovals are generally turned on between 6pm and 6:30pm,
however due to the nature of the wet season monsoonal storms, it is
sometimes necessary to turn the lights on earlier than anticipated. This is
a judgement call that can be made in consultation with the field umpires
a) Lights must be turned on one level at a time (with approx 30 seconds
wait before proceeding to the next level) to avoid a power surge
b) Refer to relevant lighting insturctions for your venue with regards to
levels
c) It is not unusual to have to turn the lights on in the middle of the
day and then turn them back off when a storm passes.
5. For any urgent issues contact 'On Call Staff Member'
Packing Up
1. Completed Match Envelopes returned to AFLNT on the Monday morning
following matches
2. Each match should have the following placed in the appropriate
envelope;
a) Incident Reports
b) Time Keepers Card
c) Umpires Envelope
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Reporting
1. A Match Managers Report is to be completed at the end of each shift or
the following Monday at the latest - Click here to access online report
2. The Incident Report is designed in such a way that if an investigation is
required, the appropriate details are available, so please provide as much
detail as possible.
a) In the event that there are no incidents, simply place ‘Nothing to
Report’ in the Incident Details text box.
b) In the event that you are reporting medical equipment that has been
used or damaged through medical requirements (eg; neck brace cut
off by Ambulance Officer) simply place those details in Incident Details
text box.
c) If you are reporting that a complaint will possibly be forthcoming
regarding an incident that you did not witness (advised by member of
public or security guard), simply place as much detail as you have
available, including the name and number of the person that advised
you of the situation, in case follow up is required at a later date.
Rules & Regulations and By-Laws
Match Managers are to be familiar with the AFLNT Rules and Regulations, and
NTFL By-Laws and the responsibilities of the Match Manager. Should
clarification of any of these By-Laws be required as part of the Management of
a Match or any other proceedings during Match Day please contact the
Community Football Staff member on duty.
All Match Managers are to be issued with a copy of the AFLNT and NTFL ByLaws at the beginning of each season.
Codes of Conduct
Match Managers are to be familiar with all Codes of Conduct and the
responsibilities of the Match Manager and Security Staff should a breach of
any Code of Conduct, in particular, the Conditions of Entry, take place.
Umpires
Under no circumstances is any player, coach, official, parent, or spectator
to approach a Match Manager, Umpire or AFLNT Staff Member on match
day in relation to an umpires decision or performance.
Team Managers are to get the ‘All Clear’ in regard to reports 15 to 30
minutes after the completion of the match by going to the Umpires
Change Rooms and politely asking if there are any reports.
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The captain of a team may approach an umpire when:
They are requesting a head count; or
They are clarifying a decision during the quarter
time, half time or three quarter time breaks (the captain must be
courteous and professional when doing so). This does not include after
the conclusion of the game, this can be followed up through Club Umpire
Coordinators or Club Development Managers.
The Match Manager, AFLNT Umpiring Manager, an appointed Umpires
Mentor and Club Umpire Coordinators may approach the Match Umpires
at the quarter time, half time and three quarter time breaks
If a player, official, parent, or spectator wishes to offer feedback in relation
to an officiating umpire, this is to be directed to their Club President or
Club Development Manager. The Club will then decide if there is a need to
formally forward on this feedback to the Community Football Department.
If the club president decides to forward on this feedback this is to be on
club letterhead addressed to the Competition Manager.
The field Umpires shall officiate and have full control of a Match. The
appointment of umpires shall be the responsibility of the AFLNT Umpiring
Manager.
If league appointed umpires are not present, or have not been appointed,
both Clubs are to supply one umpire each. Club Umpires are to wear their
Purple Volunteer Umpires Shirts unless they are accredited umpires in
which case they are to wear their Umpires Uniform.
Clubs are encouraged to appoint a club Umpire Coordinator who can be
used as the club contact if volunteer umpires are required for a match.
Match Managers should make themselves known to Umpires, Club
Presidents, CDM’s and Club Umpire Coordinators on Match Day, building a
rapport with clubs will provide you as a Match Manager to build
relationships and open up opportunities for honest feedback that will
benefit football in the long term.
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GENERAL MATCH DAY OPERATIONS
LIGHTS
GUIDE FOR LIGHTS:
To be turned on at the discretion of the Match Manager.
To be turned on between the quarter breaks where possible.
To be turned off after the game when it safe to do so, check to see if there
are any media requirements and spectators have left the grandstand.
COMMUNICATION
Clubs could consider the use of radios for goal umpires, match managers
and timekeepers.
TIO provides Coaches phones for Premier League games only. These need
to be set-up and tested prior to all Premier League matches.
Clubs hosting games can determine whether they would like to have Antisocial phones made available for security to have while on duty.
Match Managers, Umpires, Club Officials need to stay connected
throughout the day.
REPORTING
It is really important for Match Managers to report any incidents or breaches
on the first business day after the last game for the round, to ensure Football
Operations has sufficient time to follow up and action appropriately. Click
here to access online report
MEDICAL SUPPORT
SPORTS TRAINERS
It is a mandatory requirement that all Teams have a recognised/qualified
sports Trainer
AFLNT will provide access to the TIO medical room when required (at the
discretion of the match manager)
AFLNT By-Law 33.2.2.3
MEDICAL CARTS
As a general rule, medical carts are only available for the bigger events.
Should one be available however, it’s use should only be authorised by the
Match manager.
FIRST AID KITS
Each Team should have their own.
Match Managers will be able to locate all 1st Aid Kits in TIO Stadium and
ground that they Match Manage.
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STRETCHERS
TIO: TIO 1 Stretchers are located in the tunnel of the umpire race, TIO 2
stretchers are located on the back of the seatings near the coaches’ box on
Oval 2
PALMERSTON: Stretchers are located under the tent on Palmerston Oval 2
and in front of medical room for Oval 1.
GARDENS: Stretchers for Oval 2 under tent at Oval 2 and in front of Club
house for Oval 1.
SECURITY
Security will only be required for the following games:
Premier League Men’s Games
Finals as required.
All other NTFL games where alcohol is being served.
As directed by AFLNT Community Football Department
Security numbers as follows;
MINIMUM
NUMBER

HOURS PER GUARD
(APPROX)

PL - SINGLE MATCH

2

4

PL - DOUBLE HEADER

2

7

PL - TRIPLE HEADER

2

10

ALL OTHER - WHERE
ALCOHOL SERVED

1

DEPENDING ON BAR
HOURS

TBA

TBA

FINALS

SECURITY BRIEF
Essentially Security will be briefed beforehand
but as Match Managers it’s our role to check with the guards as to what they
understand their brief to be. The Brief should include:
1. The Gate Guard
a. To ensure no intoxicated or unruly patrons enter the ground
b. To ensure no alcohol is removed from the venua
c. To assist the other guards as needed
1. The Roving Guard, to cover
a. The bars.
b. The Stadium or Stands & the Tunnel at TIO
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Injured Players
Directions on who can take control of an on field medical situation.
Who is responsible for treatment of injuries?
Clubs are required to have a First Aid Officer and/or Sports Medicine Trainer
present at all matches in accordance with Rules & Regulations
Who is responsible for contacting St John Ambulance?
The Match Manager or Team Manager can call for an Ambulance.
For TIO - Refer to the map on the previous page and advise St John
Ambulance of the best access point for this incident.
If the incident is on Oval 2 then Bonson Gate 2 (Smokers Pit) should be
used as there will be no bollards to inhibit their access.
Gardens Oval access is via the main gate
Cazaly's Arena access is via the main facility gate.
Who should have emergency contacts details for injured players or
volunteers?
Clubs are required to maintain up to date contact lists of all players,
therefore Team Managers should be able to provide details.
In the event that a club cannot provide emergency contact details, access
SportsTG and call up the player in question to find contact details (if
contact details are still not available ensure this is recorded on the Match
Managers Report)
Directions for serious injuries; (include reference to relevant By-Laws re
stopping play, continuation of play, end of game and late starts to games
following a serious injury)
Neck and back injuries
Concussion
Broken bones
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CONCUSSION MANAGEMENT
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HEAD INJURY ASSESSMENT
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FOOTBALLS, PLAYING NUMBERS & LENGTH OF QUARTERS

GRADE

FOOTBALL
SIZE

QUARTER
LENGTH
(MINUTES)

FIELD

INT

MIN*

PLAYING NUMBERS

U12

3

12

15

5

12

U14

4

15

18

6

14

U15 GIRLS

3

15

16

6

12

U16

5

15

18

6

14

U18 GIRLS

4

15

16

6

12

U18 BOYS

5

18

18

6

14

MENS DIV 1 / 2

5

20

18

6

14

WOMENS DIV 2

4

12

16

6

9**

WOMENS PL

4

15 + TIME ON

16

6

14

MENS PL

5

20 + TIME ON

18

4

14

NOTES
Yellow footballs to be used if game starts after 4:30pm
Red footballs for all other games
*For Juniors, both teams must field the same playing numbers (even up)
**Women's Division 2 has modified numbers dependent on number of
players each team has (apply even up rule)
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SUPPORT STAFF

GAME DAY
OFFICIAL

NUMBERS
COMMENTS

AGE

MIN

MAX

COLOUR
BIB

CLOSED
FOOTWEAR

ALL SUPPORT
STAFF (U16 &
BELOW)

12+

YES

ALL SUPPORT
STAFF (U18 &
SENIORS)

15+

YES

UMPIRE
ESCORT

NOT FOR U12

1

1

BLUE

YES

WATER
CARRIERS

-

4

PINK

YES

SPORTS
TRAINERS

1

2

PINK

YES

RUNNERS

FOR PL, PURPLE
SHORTS

1

2

PURPLE SHIRT

YES

JUNIOR
COACHES

U18 & BELOW

1

N/A

RED

YES

SENIOR
ASSISTANT
COACHES

N/A

N/A

CLUB POLO

YES

SENIOR
COACHES

1

1

CLUB POLO

YES
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GUIDELINES FOR JUNIOR MODIFIED RULES
Under 12 Juniors & Under 15 Youth Girls Matches
It is expected that Match Managers will assist coaches, team managers and
umpires for Under 12 Junior & Under 15 Youth Girls Matches as much as
possible. This includes providing advice and assistance in all manner of match
preparation and finalisation of match results. There is no suggestion that the
Match Manager should complete these tasks for the clubs or umpires, but it is
expected that the Match Manager will check to see that everything is
completed correctly.
Ovals for Under 12 Juniors including interchange should be marked out with
cones as per the diagrams on the next page.
The Mercy Rule and the Player Numbers Rule must be implemented for all
Under 12 matches as per the NTFL By-Laws.
It should also be acknowledged that the AFL’s Junior Football Match Guide and
Female Football Match Guide is the basis in which the spirit of these games
should be played. Click here for further information.
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Under 12 Oval Setup
Fields should be set up in such a way that maximizes field size.

Field 1

Field 2

In most instances, matches will be scheduled directly after Under 12 matches,
so it is important that all club's assist with the timely pack up of the Under 12
ovals in order to ensure the next match can go ahead on schedule.
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TIME KEEPER INSTRUCTIONS
1. Time Cards
1.1 Timekeepers are required to record the times of each quarter.
1.2 Timekeepers are to complete and sign the time cards at the completion of
each game.
2. Score Cards
2.1 Timekeepers are required to record red and yellow cards along with goal
scorers on the Fox Sport Pulse (FootyWeb) Team Sheet provided by each clubs
Team Manager.
2.2 The times for any red or yellow cards issued during any AFLNT Matches is to
be recorded in the appropriate box on the Team Sheet.
3. Time Clock
3.1 The time clocks is to remain in a neutral position and remain visible to both
timekeepers at all times.
4. Siren
4.1 The siren is to remain in a neutral position and remain visible to both
timekeepers at all times.
5. Start of first quarter
5.1 As umpires enter the arena 1 blast
5.2 2 minutes prior to scheduled starting time 2 blasts
5.3 1 minute prior to scheduled starting time 1 blast
5.4 Scheduled starting time (when umpire holds up the ball) 1 blast
5.5 Quarter time interval 1 blast

6. Start of second quarter
6.1 2 minutes prior to scheduled starting time
6.2 1 minute prior to scheduled starting time
6.3 Scheduled starting time (when umpire holds up the ball)
6.4 Half time interval

2 blasts
1 blast
1 blast
1 blast

7. Start of third quarter
7.1 As umpires enter the arena
7.2 2 minutes prior to scheduled starting time
7.3 1 minute prior to scheduled starting time
7.4 Scheduled starting time (when umpire holds up the ball)
7.5 Three quarter time interval

1 blast
2 blasts
1 blast
1 blast
1 blast

8. Start of fourth quarter
8.1 2 minutes prior to scheduled starting time
8.2 1 minute prior to scheduled starting time
8.3 Scheduled starting time (when umpire holds up the ball)
8.4 End of match

2 blasts
1 blast
1 blast
1 blast
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9. Teams returning to the field
9.1 If the siren has been utilized to indicate the scheduled starting time and only
one team is in position ready to commence, the umpires will:
a) Blow the whistle and instruct the offending team that they have 30 seconds
to get into position. Specifically, the person given this instruction to be the
coach, team captain or a club official.
b) After 30 seconds, the umpire will signal to the timekeepers to blow the
siren, and the umpires will then signal the commencement of play and
immediately bounce the ball regardless of whether the teams are in position.
10. Match Timings
10.1 Under 12s and U13s
a) 12 minute quarters with no time on
b) 4 minute ¼ time break
c) 6 minute ½ half time break
d) 4 minute ¾ time break
10.2 Under 14s, 15s & 16s
(a) 15 minute quarters with no time on
(b) 4 minute ¼ time break
(c) 8 minute ½ time break
(d) 4 minute ¾ time break
10.3 Under 18s
(a) 18 minute quarters with no time on
(b) 5 minute ¼ time break
(c) 10 minute ½ time break
(d) 5 minute ¼ time break
10.4 Senior Grade
(a) 20 minute quarters with no time on
(b) 5 minute ¼ time break
(c) 15 minute ½ time break
(d) 5 minute ¾ time break

10.5 Premier League
a) 20 minute quarters WITH time on
b) 5 minute ¼ time break
c) 20 minute ½ time break
d) 5 minute ¾ time break
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11. Time On – For Premier League Only
Time keepers are to add ‘Time On’ when directed to do so by the field umpire.
11.1 Adding Time On - Areas where particular attention should be paid to the
umpires for ‘Time On’ indications include:
(a) When the Field Umpire signals ‘Time On’ with one straight vertical arm.
(b) Blood Bin (30 seconds is the maximum time allowed for a blood rule).
(c) Free kicks to obviously injured players or stretcher on the field.
(d) When the Goal umpire indicates that a goal has been scored.
(e) When the Goal Umpire indicates that a behind has been scored.
11.2 Stop Adding Time On
(a) When the ball is bounced in the centre after a goal
(b) When the ball is kicked in after a behind has been scored.
(c) Returned to play by a player or when the ball is obviously in play (even
though the umpire may have forgotten to signal).
12. Stretcher
In the case of a stretcher entering the playing arena, the field umpire will stop play at
the first appropriate opportunity after he has been advised that the stretcher is on
the playing ground.
12.1 Premier League:
(a) As directed by the Field Umpires.
12.2 All other Grades:
(a) Timekeepers are to allow a maximum of five (5) consecutive minutes only
before re-starting the clock.
(b) If the quarter is completed whilst the player is still being treated, the siren
must be sounded and the normal quarter breaks take place.
(c) The siren must be sounded for the start and finish the each quarter and
quarter break up until the end of the match irrespective of whether the game
itself can be recommenced.
13. Blood Rule
Field umpires shall enforce the Infectious Diseases Law.
14. Scores Confirmation
At the end of each quarter, goal umpires are required to notify the official scores to
the scoreboard attendants.
15. Completion of Match
The final scores of any match are not confirmed until the goal umpires have notified
the official scores to the scoreboard attendants.
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KEY CHANGES - SEASON 2020/21
The following AFLNT Rules & Regulations have changed in season 2020/21.
Please note, this is an overview of amended subsections and this acts as a guide
only. Please refer to the AFLNT Rules & Regulations for all matters.
3.14 Competition - Consequence of Forfeiture
3.14.2 Where any team forfeits a total of three (3) Minor Round matches in any
one season, that team will be removed from the Competition in which it is
participating. In such circumstances, the following will apply:
(a) Minor Round matches deemed to be forfeited matches due to player
eligibility rules or exceeding the playing number rules will not be considered
when calculating forfeited matches under this rule.
(b) All matches that a team removed from a Competition at any time during
the season pursuant to this Rule is scheduled to participate in shall be
reflected as a forfeit for the remaining rounds of the season.
(c) The team receiving the forfeit is entitled to submit a team sheet for the
forfeited match naming Players that are eligible to play in that team.
(d) If a team sheet is submitted by a team receiving a forfeit, all Players listed
on that team sheet will be deemed to have played in that match for the
purpose of finals eligibility.
(e) Once a player is deemed to have played in a match under this provision,
that player is deemed ineligible to play in another match in that same round
of matches.
(f) Where a bye already exists within the Senior and/or Under 18s fixture and
a team is then removed from the Competition, the matches will not be refixtured for the purpose of premiership points, however teams are
encouraged to participate in a scratch match.
5.3 Playing Up (Juniors)
5.3.1 Players are permitted to play up, as long as they are not displacing a
Registered Age Group player in the higher age group or depleting numbers in
their age group to the extent that the team can no longer participate.
5.3.2 A Player is only permitted to play up one age group, i.e. an U12s playing can
only play up in to U14s
5.3.3 Any Player wishing to play up an age group will be required to complete a
‘Playing Up Consent’ form (Appendix 7) which must be sent to the Competition
Manager prior to the player playing their first match for the age group.

.
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5.3.4 The responsibility for the decision to play players above their registered age
group rests with the players’ club. The decision is to be made after discussions
between the club, coaches, player involved, his/her parent/s or guardian/s and is
to be made solely based on what is best for that player
5.3.5 The Competition Manager may review and overturn any decision to play
players above their registered age if they deem it necessary.
3.9 Competition - Playing Numbers
3.9.1 Teams competing in any Competition shall have no more than the following
maximum number of Players per team unless otherwise specified in the
competition by-laws;
(e)Youth Girls (U14 to U18):
24 (16 on field + 6 interchange)
3.9.2 If a team submits a team sheet that does not accurately represent the team
that took the field during that match, the following will apply;
(a) The club will incur the following fee;
(i) Premier League: $1000
(ii) All other senior grades: $750
(iii) Under 18 grade: $500
(iv) Under 14 to 16 grade: $250
(v) Under 12 grade: $100
(b) An investigation will be conducted in to the breach, the findings of which
may determine a further sanction for the Club including but not limited to,
the team being deemed to have forfeited the match, or the deduction of
premiership points
3.9.3 If a team commences a match, or at any time during a match, has more
than the prescribed number of Players on the interchange bench, that team will
have four premiership points deducted and the team sheet removed from the
system for the purpose of qualification along with umpire votes and goal kicker
tallies
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5.5 Junior Core Lists
5.5.1 For the avoidance of doubt, this section 5.5 will only apply to the following junior
grades:
(a) Under 12;
(b) Under 14, and 16 Boys; and
(c) Under 15 Girls.
5.5.2 Clubs fielding multiple teams across different divisions in the same age group must
provide a list of Core Players to the Competition Manager for each higher division team(s)
(Core List) prior to the first round following the regrading process, identifying the
following number of Core Players:
(a) Under 14, 16 Boys = 14 Core Players
(b) Under 15 Girls = 12 Core Players
(c) Under 12 = 11 Core Players
5.5.3 Clubs must classify the best and most skilled players within each higher division
team(s) as ‘Core Players’ for that team.
5.5.4 Representative players must be added to the Core List for the corresponding
representative age group for the highest division team. This includes any player who is a
member of the NT Thunder Academy.
5.5.5 The Competition Manager reserves the right, following consultation with a Club, to
direct a player (or players) to be included/excluded in the Core List.
5.5.6 Deliberate attempts to exclude players from a Core List to gain advantage will incur
penalties at the discretion of the Competition Manager.
5.5.7 Where a Club wishes to make any change to a Core List other than under section
5.5.8, a written submission must be made to the Competition Manager seeking their
approval to such change, which may be granted by the Competition Manager at their
absolute discretion.
5.5.8 A Core Player must be a current registered player. Where a Core Player transfers or
is de-registered the Club must update their Core List and submit it to the Competition
Manager immediately following the player’s transfer or de-registration.
5.5.9 If a Core Player suffers a long-term injury (greater than 6 weeks) the Club may make
application in writing to the Competition Manager for the player to resume in a lower
division team during the Minor Round only. The application must contain a medical
report stating the injury as well as a medical clearance to resume playing. If the
application is approved the player may play in the lower division as follows:
(a) 6 to 10-week injury, maximum 1 match in lower division (or such other period
approved by the Competition Manager at their absolute discretion);
(b) greater than 10-week injury, maximum 2 matches in lower division (or such other
period approved by the Competition Manager at their absolute discretion).
5.5.10 A Core Player must not play in a lower division in the same age group without the
approval of the Competition Manager in accordance with this section 5.5.
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The following NTFL By-Laws have changed in season 2020/21.
Please note, this is an overview of amended subsections and this acts as a guide
only. Please refer to the NTFL By-Laws for all matters.
3.11 Rules - Player Points System
3.11.6
Players will receive a Points Value based on the following criteria:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

NTFL Player from another NTFL Club
Tier 2 Players from States and Territories other than NT
AFL Players
Tier 1 Players
Returning Local Junior Club Player
Returning Local Tiwi Junior
AFLNT Affiliate League Players
Local Club Player

4 points
3 points
2 points
2 points
2 points
2 points
0 points
0 points

3.11.14 For season 2020/21, a points concession will apply for the relocation of
interstate players as follows;
(a) Any Player that relocates to the Northern Territory must meet the AFLNT
Residency Test prior to participating in a Men’s Premier League match.
(b) A Club may receive a concession for a maximum four (4) players under
clause 3.11.14 in which that player will be allocated 1 point regardless of
category.
(c) Any relocated players above and beyond the maximum allowable four (4)
players for concession under 3.11.14 will attract the normal points value as
per 3.11.6.
3.11.15 Definitions
(c) A Local Club Player is:
iv. Any Player who has previously been allocated a points value of zero
under the former NTFC Player points deduction rule, provided that Player
has not played for another NTFL Club since that deduction was applied.
For the avoidance of doubt, this rule has been introduced following the
folding of the NTFC Men’s NEAFL team.
(e) A Returning Junior Club Player is a player who is twenty one (21) years of
age or younger on the 1st of January in the year that the Competition
commences who is returning to the Club in which he has played a minimum
of three (3) Junior seasons where he qualified for finals. To qualify under this
classification, the player must have spent a maximum of two (2) seasons away
from the Club. The following will apply;
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i. Where the player played at least six (6) Men’s Premier League match, the
player will be allocated two (2) points when transferring to another NTFL
Club.
ii. A Player who has played less than six (6) NTFL Premier League matches
in the previous twelve (12) months will be allocated zero (0) points when
transferring to another NTFL Club
(f) A Returning Tiwi Local Junior is a player who is twenty one (21) years of age
or younger on the 1st of January in the year that the Competition commences
who having resided in Darwin for the purpose of Education is returning home
to the Tiwi Islands. The following will apply:
i. Where the player played at least six (6) Men’s Premier League match, the
player will be allocated two (2) points when transferring from one NTFL
Club to the Tiwi Bombers.
ii. A Player who has played less than six (6) NTFL Premier League matches
in the previous twelve (12) months will be allocated zero (0) points when
transferring from one NTFL Club to the Tiwi Bombers.
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3.2 Rules – Fly-In Players
3.12.1 For the purpose of these by-laws and subject to rule 3.12.7, a
Fly-In Player is defined as a player who has not established permanent
residence in the Northern Territory before 31 December in the year the
Competition commences.
(a) Any Player that relocates to the Northern Territory must meet the AFLNT
Residency Test prior to participating in a Men’s Premier League match.
(b) If a Player participates in a Men’s Premier League or Division 1 match
without meeting the AFLNT Residency Test, that player will be deemed a Fly-In
Player and added to that Club’s Fly-In Player List regardless of the date that
match was played.
3.12.2 Each season, every Club with a Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1
Team must submit a Fly-In Player List.
(a) The Fly-In Player List must be submitted no later than 8:30pm on the
Thursday prior to the first Fly-In Player participating in a Men’s Premier
League and/or Division 1 match.
(b) The Fly-In Player List can consist of anywhere between one (1) and eight (8)
Players when first submitted.
(c) The Fly-In Player List can be added to throughout the season.
3.12.3 Every Fly-In Player selected each round must be added to that Club’s FlyIn Player List.
(a) A Player is to be added to the Fly-In Player List by notifying the AFLNT
Football Operations Department in writing, no later than 8:30pm on the
Thursday prior to that round.
(b) When a Men’s Premier League
and/ or Division 1 match is scheduled for any day other than Friday, Saturday
or Sunday, Players must be added to the list by 8:30pm on the business day
prior to the day that match is scheduled to be played.
3.12.4 Each Club’s Fly-In Player List may consist of up to, but not exceed, eight (8)
Fly-In Players in any one season.
3.12.5 Once a Player is added to a Club’s Fly-In Player List, that Player cannot be
removed from that list for the remainder of that season.
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3.12.6 When a Club submits their Fly-In Player List in respect to each round, that
Club is deemed to have made a declaration that all other Players selected for that
match reside in the Northern Territory and meet the AFLNT Residency Test.
3.12.7 A person that would ordinarily reside in the Northern Territory but for
them attending secondary school outside of the Northern Territory (Boarder),
will not be classified as a Fly-In Player for any Premier League and/or Division 1
matches played in the period during the relevant school holidays applicable to
that Boarder (as determined by the Department of Education (or equivalent) in
the relevant State where that person attends school).
(a) In order to fall within this exception, the Boarder must be able to
demonstrate that his parents or guardians have meet the requirements of
the AFLNT Residency Test, and
(b) The Boarder must be able to provide a letter from the school in
which they are enrolled, confirming their status as a Boarder at that school.

3.12.8 Where a Player relocates during the course of a NTFL season and no
longer meets the AFLNT Residency Test, that Player will be re-classified as a Fly-In
Player.
3.12.9 No more than three (3) Fly-In Players (in aggregate) are permitted to
participate across a Club’s Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1 team(s) in any
given round.
(a) If a Club’s Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1 team(s) has more than
three (3) Fly-In Players (in aggregate) participating in a round, the match(es)
will be deemed to be forfeited by that team.
3.12.10 A Club must have no outstanding debt over thirty (30) days owing to AFL
Northern Territory or an agreed upon payment plan in order to be permitted to
play fly-in players. Club’s that do not meet this criteria and play fly-in
players will be deemed to have breached these by-laws.
3.12.11 Each Club’s premier league/Division 1 squad must be submitted in
accordance with these by-laws and must include all Fly-In Players selected for
that match.
(a) A Player must be added to a Club’s Fly-In Player List before that Player can
be named in the above mentioned squad for any Men’s Premier League
and/or Division 1 match.
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(b) A Club may name more than three (3) Fly-In Players in the above
mentioned squad provided no more than three (3) Fly-In Players participate in
that round.
3.12.12 AFLNT reserves the right to make the final ruling on any Player(s)
residency status, including by:
(a) using the AFLNT Residency Test which can be found under Appendix 6 to
these by-laws;
(b) having regard to a Player’s particular circumstances.
3.12.13 AFLNT reserves the right to
investigate breaches or suspected breaches of the Fly-In Player rules at its
absolute discretion.
3.12.14 Where a Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1 team breaches these
Fly-In Player rules, that Club will be fined the sum of $10,000.00.
3.12.15 Where a Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1 team breaches these
Fly-In Player Rules, that Club’s Men’s Premier League and/or Division 1 Coach will
be suspended for a minimum of two (2) matches.
3.12.16 Where AFLNT determine that these by-laws have been breached, the
penalty will be retrospectively back dated to include all matches affected by the
breach of these by-laws.
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APPENDIX

MATCH DAY PAPERWORK (BLANK)
The following pages contain blank match day paperwork that clubs can
scan and use if required.
Electronic version of each document are also available. Click the relevant
document from the list below to access;
Blank Scorecards
Blank Timekeepers Form
Blank Votecards
Umpire Envelope (Cover Page)
Time Keepers Envelope (Cover Page)
Injury Report Form

NATIONAL EXTREME WEATHER POLICY

June 2013

1.

Application
The National Extreme Weather Policy (Policy) applies to an Australian Football league
that is conducted or administered by:
(a) a State or Territory league or body that is affiliated with the AFL, including:
a.

NSW/ACT: AFL (NSW/ACT) Commission Ltd ACN 086 839 385;

b.

NT:

AFL (Northern Territory) Ltd ACN 097 620 525;

c.

QLD:

AFL (Queensland) ACN 090 629 342;

d.

SA:

South Australian Football League Inc ABN 59 518 757 737;

e.

TAS

AFL (TAS) ACN 135 346 986;

f.

Victoria:

Australian Football League (Victoria) ACN 147 664 579;

g.

WA

West Australian Football Commission ABN 51 167 923 136); or

(b) an entity or body that is affiliated with (or licensed by) an Affiliated State or
Territory Body.
(Football Body)
Australian Football: players; coaches; officials; spectators; and administrators and all
people reasonably connected to the Football Body (Members) must comply with the
Policy.

2.

Policy Statement
Environmental factors regularly affect the playing of Australian Football. While
environmental factors will not usually influence whether an Australian Football Match
should commence or continue to be played, occasionally extremely adverse weather
conditions may give rise to a need to assess whether players and/or officials are in
environmental danger. This policy sets out the approach that the Football Body should
adopt when assessing extreme weather conditions.

3.

Extreme Heat
Heat-related stress can lead to impaired player performance (eg dizziness, headaches,
collapse and illness). In its extreme form, heat can be life threatening. Preventing heat
stress and injury maintains optimum performance and improves recovery. To prevent
heat stress, careful planning and preparation is required in accordance with this section
3.

3.1

Preliminary Assessment
The Football Body should assess the heat stress risk by reviewing information provided
by the Bureau of Meteorology. Heat stress management strategies should also be
applied at all training sessions.

3.2

Onus on Player
Players have a responsibility to ensure that the impact of environmental factors such as
extreme heat is not exacerbated by their own conduct. Accordingly, the following general
guidelines should be followed.
(a) Players should:

3.3

(i)

ensure adequate fluid intake prior to game and during game (500-700mls per
quarter);

(ii)

monitor hydration;

(iii)

notify medical and coaching staffs when effected by heat or when
performance is noticeably effected;

(iv)

use water and electrolyte drinks;

(v)

use pre-game, game and post-game cooling strategies;

(vi)

do not play in the heat with an illness; and

(vii)

apply sun protection factor 30+ sunscreen in sunny conditions.

Club Responsibility
All Clubs competing in a competition administered by the Football Body should monitor
environmental factors such as extreme heat both in Matches and at any Australian
Football training session administered by the Club. The Club should assess the heat
stress risk by reviewing information provided by the Bureau of Meteorology. Heat stress

management strategies should also be applied at all training sessions administered by
the Club.
The following general guidelines should be followed:
(a) Clubs should:

3.4

(i)

use cooling aids if available – ice vests, spray bottles, sponges, fans (in
rooms and on interchange bench) and shade;

(ii)

choose heat permeable jumpers and socks;

(iii)

report incidents of heat stress illness in all players to the Football Body;

(iv)

use a Club official to be delegated the primary responsibility of monitoring
and manage players for heat stress issues as they arise during a Match;

(v)

provide adequate fluids in appropriate bottles;

(vi)

ensure trainers are fit enough to access as many players as possible during
the game;

(vii)

coordinate training times outside extreme conditions; and

(viii)

provide facilities for player cooling – shade, air conditioning, sprays and fans
whether training or playing.

Relevant Body Responsibility
Where possible, the Football Body should schedule Matches as much to avoid extremes
of heat and allow for increased recovery from those conditions. The Football Body
should also endeavour to schedule Matches at venues equipped with cooling facilities in
high risk circumstances – cool room (where possible), fans, shade, air conditioning and
emergency medical facilities.
In addition, the Football Body may:
(a)

increase the number of water carriers to run fluids

(b)

increase the length of intervals to enable teams to leave the field for the shade of
the rooms at each break

(c)

reduce length of quarters

(d)

consider postponing or rescheduling games

4.

Lightning

4.1

AS1768-2007
The Football Body should comply with AS1768-2007, entitled The Lightning Protection
Standard, published on 10 January 2007 (Lightning Standard). While the Lightning
Standard will not necessarily prevent damage or personal injury due to lightning, it will
reduce the probability of such damage or injury occurring.

4.2

30/30 Safety Guideline
In the absence of specific information from weather radar, a lightning location system, or
a specialised warning device then the 30/30 Safety Guideline should be used.
According to the 30/30 Safety Guideline, when lightning is considered to be a possible or
actual threat to an Australian Football Match the following procedures are applicable:
(a)

The observation of approaching storm clouds, the first flash of lightning or clap of
thunder, no matter how far away should heighten lightning awareness. The level
of risk depends on one’s location (direction and distance) relative to the storm cell
and the direction in which the storm system is traveling.

(b)

A simple method of determining the distance to the storm cell is to measure the
time elapsed from when the lightning flash is observed and when the associated
clap of thunder is heard.

(c)

Light travels faster than sound. Assuming that the light from the flash reaches the
observer instantaneously, and knowing that sound takes approximately three (3)
seconds to travel one (1) kilometre, the distance can be determined by using the
following rule:
Distance (in Km) = Time from observing the flash to hearing thunder (in 3
seconds)

4.3

(d)

It is important to remember that lightning may be obscured by clouds so it must
be assumed that when thunder is heard, lightning is in the vicinity. In such cases,
careful judgment must be used to determine whether a threat exists

(e)

The first part of the “30/30” rule is a guide to the postponement or suspension of
activities. Most experts agree that the accepted “safe‟ distance from lightning is
greater than 10km. This means that as the time interval between observing the
flash and hearing the thunder approaches 30 seconds, all those in exposed areas
should be seeking or already inside safe shelters. A storm cell with lightning
activity within 10km constitutes a threat.

(f)

The second part of the 30/30 rule provides the criteria for the resumption of
activity which is applicable to decisions made with BOM access as well. Here, it
is recommended that people wait a minimum of 30 minutes after the last sighting
of lightning or sound of thunder. This figure is based on the observation that the
typical storm moves at about 40km/h. Thus, waiting 30 minutes allows the
thunderstorm to be about 20km away, minimising the likelihood of a nearby
lightning strike.

(g)

It is important to emphasise that blue skies and lack of rainfall are not adequate
reasons to breach the 30 minute minimum return-to-activity rule.

General Lightning Safety Guideline
(a)

Prior to Match Day
(i)

where weather forecasts provide important warning of possible
thunderstorm activity the Football Body should monitor weather forecasts

commencing Tuesday prior to scheduled Matches using the Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM) website. Note should be taken off any warnings
posted;
(ii)
(b)
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The Football Body should continue to monitor the BOM site in the days
leading up to the match.

Match Day
(i)

Increased awareness of lightning risk should continue on the Match day
until the activity has finished.

(ii)

Teams and officials should proceed to the venue unless otherwise
directed.

(iii)

If lightning is predicted within no less than 10km of the match venue at
the scheduled starting time the game commencement time may be
delayed by up to 60 minutes.

(iv)

This decision to delay or suspend play as well as resume play will be
made by the Umpire based on information obtained from the BOM and
discussions with the Clubs.

Club Responsibility
All Clubs competing in a competition administered by the Football Body should monitor
environmental factors such as lightning both in Matches and at any Australian Football
training session administered by the Club. The Club should assess the lightning risk by
reviewing information provided by the BOM.
(a) The following general guidelines should also be followed:
(i)

If a lightning threat emerges, the nominated Club Official must contact all
relevant coaching, rehabilitation and training staff and provide updates on
a regular basis.

(ii)

A decision to delay, suspend or resume training should be made in
consultation with relevant coaching and administration staff.

(iii)

If players are training when the lightning threat becomes real then they
should leave the training venue immediately and take shelter inside a
building or metal framed car. They should not shelter under or near trees.

(iv)

Once the storm’s path has been reassessed, there must be a minimum of
30 minutes elapsed before returning to training.

(v)

When there is no access to the BOM, the “30/30” rule serves as a guide
for the suspension and subsequent resumption of activities.

